
The website is about an Ecosanctuary and the developers of the website have used the earth colours 
of green and brown for most of the text and background. This provides the user with a feeling that 
the website is going to relate to nature which it does well so the colours use help to support the 
communication purpose of informing about the sanctuary.  

The web pages have a wealth of images that show birds and parts of the sanctuary which further 
reinforces the purpose of the website. 

The web pages also have an educational purpose.  The images and naming of the birds in English, 
Māori and using the correct Latin name help to allow people to be able to identify those species 
present in the ecosanctuary. The webpages on education help also to contribute to the educational 
communication purpose. 

The news and events pages help to keep people informed as to what is happening   

 

The webpages have been coded by a professional web design company (Myth)  

They most likely used Photoshop to edit the images.  Photoshop is a high-power image editing 
application made by adobe and is the most common professional image editing application used in 
the world. It has  a number of very powerful tools that allow images to be corrected and modified  

There are examples in this website of crop being 
used to shape the image to fit the place in the 
webpage that it is needed to fit. Crop also is 
used to remove unwanted parts of the image 
such as in this image to the left which focuses on 
the group looking at what is under the rock. If 

this had not been done there could be other distractions in the image  

All of the images on this website load quickly this would indicate that the coder has resampled the 
images to a resolution suitable for web sites which is normally about 72dpi The images have been 
saved as jpg files  This gives a good trade-off between image quality and the time it takes to down 
load  

The coding of the webpage probably was done using a web authoring application such as 
Dreamweaver  This is another adobe product which allows users to quickly put together a webpage 
using what you see is what you get mode (a little like writing a word document.) You arrange the 
text and images on the page and Dreamweaver writes the code for you. In this way you can quite 
quickly create a very creditable website. 

The websites uses a number of techniques to 
show that it is a quality outcome  

The banner on the home page changes every 
few seconds this is done using a bit of code 
that has been downloaded from the internet  
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The piece of code has the  link to the website which is required for legal use as the code is the 
intelectual property of some one else This code has been provided and is free to use as long as the 
links are intact. 

The designer has also prepared the banner images using Photoshop using a blurred or feather effect 
around the image of the bird. The name of the photogher is included to ensure that suitable 
acknowledgement of the owner is done. 

The coder has used a different colour on the main hyperlinks so that you know which page you are 
on.  In the code the designer has use code commenting so that any one in the 
future understands the coding and can change it if needed. 

Ethical considerations are very important in creating a website. The designer needs to consider the 
main target audience and should provide content that wont cause offence to viewers of the website. 
These days a website is the main communication tool being used by organisations and the ethos of 
the organisation should be reconisable in the website. 

All of the images and content as much as possible should be orginal and belong to the organisation. 
If content is required from another website it is better to link to it rather than copy it as then you 
don’t infringe on others intellectual property. Images should have permission to be used and should 
also be acknowlegded within the outcome to prevent any copyright issues.  Images that include 
children should be used carefully  and there needs to be permission form the parents to use those 
images. Use of images of children has become quite a sensitive issue and is one that needs to be 
hiandled with care and the privacy issues adressed.  

i Images used courtesy Orokonui Ecosanctuary 
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